
Work Experience

Shemshad Parent panel 1 mo
Demo Source Code

 Built a modern web app using TypeScript and Next.js, featuring sleek UI 
with ReactFlowbite UI, Tailwind CSS, and efficient data handling with 
React Loading Skeleton, React Query Tanstack, and React Hook Form. 
Implemented server-side rendering, REST API communication, and 
custom deployment for a responsive and efficient solution.

Battle Of King 2 mos

 Designed and developed a JavaScript app with React.js, utilizing external 
libraries like ReactFlowbite UI, Tailwind CSS, React Hook Form, React 
Router Dom, and React Query Tanstack. Crafted UI/UX in Figma, 
integrated REST APIs, and implemented multi-page functionality with 
distinct access levels for game monitoring.

Freelance Front-End Developer
January 2023 | Present

 Developed a JavaScript app with React.js, using Tailwind CSS, React 
Hook Form, and React Router Dom for UI. Enabled seamless 
communication with REST APIs, implemented authentication, and actively 
collaborated across both front-end and back-end teams.

Khane Mobile 2 mos
See live

 In summary, this mobile app, written in JavaScript with React Native, 
incorporates external libraries like Tailwind CSS, React Hook Form, and 
React Navigation. It communicates with REST APIs, implements 
authentication, authorization, and efficiently manages configuration 
settings. The software design is driven by personal needs and a desire to 
enhance knowledge in mobile app development with React Native and 
Expo.

USUB - Personal Accounting part time - 11 mos
in progressing

 Utilized HTML, CSS and JavaScript to craft Adobe After Effects extension 
projects, specifically focusing on the development of the front-end for 
two noteworthy extensions: Flower Bloom and Flip Animation. These 
innovative projects have been successfully published on aescript.com.

Front end developer - Motion Desk
September 2021 | January 2023
Flip-Animation Flower-Bloom

Languages
Persian - Native
English - Fluent

Education
Bachelor of Software Sciences, 
Islamic Azad University
May 2023 | Present

Programming Languages
HTML, CSS, Sass, JavaScript, 
TypeScript, Nodejs 

Libraries & Frameworks
Reactjs, Vue.js, Nuxt.js, Nextjs, 
React-Native, Bootstrap, 
TailwindCss, 

Skills

Tools & Platforms
Git, Github, Expo Go, Vercel, XD, 
Figma

I'm a seasoned Front-End Developer with a proven track record in collaborative work with senior 
developers. Having invested over 5000 hours in online courses and freelance projects, I 
continuously enhance my skills. Recently completing a Vue.js & Nuxt.js course, I bring cutting-
edge expertise, a strong track record, and a commitment to contribute to your team's success.

mohsenmirzaeideveloper@gmail.com +989351382820 Esfahan, Iran
01/19/2004
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 Developed the Done with It Marketplace mobile app using React 
Native, focusing on effective project structuring and debugging. 
Proficiently utilized core components and APIs, built complex 
layouts with Flexbox, and implemented forms with Formik. 
Ensured data validation with Yup, published apps to Expo, 
accessed native device features, and implemented navigation 
using React Navigation. Communicated seamlessly with REST 
APIs, implemented image uploads with progress bars, and crafted 
offline-capable apps with data and image caching. Ensured robust 
authentication and authorization, facilitated push notifications, 
monitored errors, and efficiently managed configuration settings 
across different environments.

Done with it - Marketplace 2 mos
Demo Source Code

 Designed and crafted a Game Hub project, inspired by rawg.io, 
using React and TypeScript for the front-end. Developed reusable 
components with Chakra-ui and implemented forms using React 
Hook Forms with Zod for robust validation. Ensured seamless 
connectivity to the backend API of https://rawg.io/, optimized data 
handling with React Query, and improved performance through 
caching. Incorporated infinite scrolling, managed application state 
using Zustand, implemented routing with React Router, and 
structured the React project for easy maintainability.

Game hub - Similar to rawg.io 2 mos
Demo Source Code

 Developed an Issue Tracker app using Next.js 13+ and TypeScript. 
Designed a modern UI with Radix UI and TailwindCss, following a 
methodical software development approach. Implemented routing 
with the new App router, built RESTful APIs, and integrated Prisma 
for database connectivity. Incorporated user authentication using 
NextAuth.js and optimized the app for both performance and SEO.

Issue Tracker 2 mos
Demo Source Code

Educational Projects
June 2022 | January 2024

https://expo.dev/@professor_01/DoneWithIt
https://github.com/mohsn-mirzaei/DoneWithIt
https://game-hub.mohsenmirzaei.dev/
https://github.com/mohsn-mirzaei/game-hub
https://issue-tracker.mohsenmirzaei.dev/
https://github.com/mohsn-mirzaei/issue-tracker

